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Abstract
We study the geometries generated by two-dimensional causal dynamical tri-
angulations (CDT) coupled to d massless scalar fields. Using methods similar
to those used to study four-dimensional CDT we show that there exists a c = 1
“barrier”, analogous to the c = 1 barrier encountered in non-critical string the-
ory, only the CDT transition is easier to be detected numerically. For d ≤ 1 we
observe time-translation invariance and geometries entirely governed by quantum
fluctuations around the uniform toroidal topology put in by hand. For d > 1 the
effective average geometry is no longer toroidal but “semiclassical” and spherical
with Hausdorff dimension dH = 3. In the d > 1 sector we study the time depen-
dence of the semiclassical spatial volume distribution and show that the observed
behavior is described an effective mini-superspace action analogous to the actions
found in the de Sitter phase of three- and four-dimensional pure CDT simulations
and in the three-dimensional CDT-like Horˇava-Lifshitz models.
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1 Introduction
The formalism of dynamical triangulations (DT) [1] was introduced to provide a
lattice regularization of Polyakov’s theory of non-critical strings [2] and 2d quan-
tum gravity, and later of both 3d and 4d quantum gravity [3]. It was successful
in the 2d case, but no interesting continuum limit has so far been found in the
pure gravity sector of the higher dimensional lattice quantum gravity theories [4].
The problem was that two unphysical sectors, the so-called “crumpled phase”
where geometries have a Hausdorff dimension dH = ∞, and the branched poly-
mer (BP) phase, where the Hausdorff dimension of the geometries was dH = 2,
where separated by a first order phase transition1.
Causal Dynamical triangulations (CDT) [6, 7, 8] were introduced to cure the
problems encountered in the three- and four-dimensional Euclidean DT quantum
gravity theories. The idea was to insist on a (proper time) foliation2, which
would curb the formation of some of the “pathological” DT configurations [9], and
indeed some success has been obtained. A semiclassical regime of bare coupling
constants has been located (the so-called de Sitter phase) [15], quantum universes
of the size of 10-20 Planck units have been studied [16], and a second order phase
transition line, where a continuum UV limit might exist, has been located [17].
Except for a few features of 3d CDT [18], all the studies of the higher di-
mensional CDT theories have used computer simulations and the precise relation
of the CDT theories to the old DT theories is not clear3. In this respect two-
dimensional CDT is different. This theory can be solved analytically and its
relation to the two-dimensional Euclidean quantum gravity, as solved by the DT
model, is also clear. The CDT theory can be viewed as an effective theory, where
baby-universes created in the DT-theory have been integrated out [20]. As a
result the Hausdorff dimension of the ensemble of 2d CDT geometries is equal to
the canonical dimension, dH = 2, while the Hausdorff dimension of the ensemble
of DT geometries is four4 [22, 23, 24, 25, 26].
One of the amazing features of the DT theory of two-dimensional quantum
1Attempts to obtain different Hausdorff dimensions by adding matter or using different
weight factors for the path integral led to the possibility of a new phase, the “crinkled phase”
[5], which seems to have Hausdorff dimension close to four.
2The idea of a time foliation as important part of a theory of quantum gravity has also
been advocated recently by Horˇava [10]. The Horˇava-Lifshitz theory of gravity might be closely
related to the CDT theory of gravity. One observes the same spectral dimension in the four-
dimensional theories [11, 12], and the same kind of phase diagram [13]. Also in three dimensions
there is a close connection [14].
3A recent attempt [19] to revive the so-called crinkled phase of DT may hint a connection.
One observes a behavior of the spectral dimension which is almost identical to the one observed
in CDT.
4It is possible to introduce an additional coupling constant related to the creation of baby
universes and follow the detailed transition from CDT geometries to DT geometries [21].
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gravity is that it can be solved analytically for any minimal rational conformal
field theory coupled to geometry, as long as the central charge c of the conformal
theory is less than or equal to 1, and one finds agreement with the corresponding
continuum results from quantum Liouville theory [27]. For c > 1 the analytical
solutions become unphysical (complex critical exponents) and it is believed that
the strong interaction between matter and geometries forces the geometries to
degenerate into branched polymers, an observation going all the way back to the
study of random surfaces on hyper-cubic lattices and random surfaces using DT
[28, 29].
While it is straightforward to couple matter to the 2d CDT theory [30, 31], one
can unfortunately not (yet) solve the theory analytically. However, numerically
one can still investigate the theory. One finds that for the Ising model and the
three-state Potts model coupled to CDT, which have c = 1/2 and c = 4/5, the
critical exponents of matter remain equal to the flat space exponents. This is in
sharp contrast to the situation when using the 2d DT regularization, where the
critical exponents change from their flat space values to their so-called KPZ values
[27]. Since the ensemble of CDT geometries can be derived from the DT ensemble
of geometries by integrating out baby universes, it is natural to associate the KPZ
exponents with baby universe creation, an intuition which has been made quite
concrete for the entropy exponent γ [32, 33, 34], and an observation made before
the invention of the CDT formalism. Thus it is natural to conjecture that CDT
coupled to conformal field theories with c ≤ 1 can still be viewed as effective
DT theories where baby universes have been integrated out, although no analytic
proof exists presently. The interesting question which we want to address in this
article is what happens in CDT when one crosses the c = 1 barrier. As mentioned
above, the KPZ exponents become complex, signaling a breakdown of the concept
of a two-dimensional surface on which the conformal matter lives into branched
polymers. The formation of local spikes [35] when c > 1 is believed to be the
explanation of this world sheet instability.
In the CDT case the geometry cannot degenerate into BP by construction.
Is there a c = 1 barrier at all? In [30] a hint of a different behavior for c > 1
was seen: for 8 Ising spins (i.e. c = 4) coupled to CDT it was observed that the
average geometry was very different from the c < 1 geometry. In the following we
will provide evidence that the observation made in [30] is not accidental, that the
geometry undergoes a phase transition for c > 1, and that this transition is easier
to observe from a numerical point of view than the “old” DT transition. The
transition is not to a BP phase, but to a phase of “spherical, semiclassical” geom-
etry, which resembles somewhat the geometry encountered in higher dimensional
CDT.
3
tFigure 1: Direct and dual lattices of Causal Dynamical Triangulations in 2D.
2 Choice of matter and numerical setup
In order to study the effect of conformal matter on the CDT geometry we have
chosen to use massless scalar fields rather than the Ising spins used in [30]. Using
Ising spins is more demanding from a numerical point of view. The behavior of
the Ising system is governed by the strength of the spin-spin coupling5 β. For
large β the system is magnetized and effectively decouples from the geometry.
Similarly, for small β the spins flip uncorrelated, again largely independent of
the geometry. At a certain critical β = βc there is a transition between the
magnetized and demagnetized phase, and only at this point there is a significant
coupling between geometry and matter, corresponding to a c = 1/2 conformal
field theory coupled to geometry. However, we first have to locate βc numerically,
and contrary to the situation for a fixed geometry, βc will depend on the number
of Ising spins we use. Massless Gaussian fields are automatically critical and we
have no such fine-tuning problems.
The geometric setup is the following: we want to have a time foliation of
our 2d geometries with a given proper time T . We assume that time has been
Wick-rotated such that our 2d space-time has Euclidean signature, and finally
we assume that time is periodic. In the CDT discretization we thus discretize
the proper time in T discrete units of length a, a being the link length of the
equilateral triangles we will use. a will play no role in the sense that it can
5To be more precise, denoting the spin coupling J , we have β = J/kT , where T is the
temperature and k Boltzmann’s constant.
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be absorbed in coupling constants with dimension and we choose a = 1 in the
following. Thus the discretized time takes the values t = 0, . . . , T − 1. The
spatial slice at time t is assumed to have the topology of S1 and in the CDT
regularization it consists of L(t) links. The space-time slab between t and t + 1
will then be formed by a triangulation of L(t) triangles which have two vertices
at t and one vertex at t + 1, and L(t + 1) triangles with two vertices at t + 1
and one vertex at t, these V (t) = L(t) + L(t + 1) triangles glued together such
that the topology of the slab is S1× [0, 1]. Since time is taken periodic the global
topology of our 2d Euclidean space-time will be that of the torus, T 2 = S1 × S1
and the total space-time volume is proportional to the total number of triangles
N =
T−1∑
t=0
V (t). (1)
A natural way to couple matter to geometry in CDT is to place the matter
fields at the center of the triangles. Since we are using equilateral triangles
the Gaussian action-term associated with such matter assignment for a given
triangulation T is trivial:
SGauss(T , xµ) =
∑
〈i,j〉
d∑
µ=1
(xµi − xµj )2. (2)
Here the summation is over d Gaussian fields, and over neighboring triangles
i, j. A configuration in the path integral is characterized by a geometry, i.e. a
triangulation T , and a field configuration assigned to that geometry, i.e. d × N
values xµi . The probability amplitude, or (since we work with Euclidean signature)
the Boltzmann weight, of the configuration is then
P (T ) ∝ e−S(T ), S(T ) = SGauss(T , xµ) + ΛN(T ) + (N(T )− N¯)2. (3)
Here Λ denotes a cosmological term and term (N − N¯)2 is added to insure that
the space-time volume fluctuates around a prescribed value N¯ .
Finally the path integral (the state sum or partition function in the statistical
mechanics interpretation) is formally
Z =
∑
T
1
CT
∫ ∏
i,µ
dxµi e
−S(T ), (4)
where CT is a symmetry factor of the graph T , the order of the so-called auto-
morphism group of T . There is no need of a coupling constant in front of the
Gaussian action (as already mentioned) since such a coupling can be viewed as a
rescaling c xi → yi which in the path integral can be compensated by a change
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of Λ→ Λ′ = Λ− d log c. The path integral (4) contains a zero mode of the field,
namely the constant field, which has to be fixed in order for the integral to be
well defined.
Finally, since we have placed the matter fields at the center of the triangles,
it is natural to use the graph dual to the triangulation, i.e. a φ3 graph. Triangles
are then represented as vertices and what we in such a φ3 graphs will call a
spatial line, corresponds to half-integer times in the triangulation picture, being
of length V (t) (see Fig. 1). The dual graph, which we also denote T , thus has
N(T ) vertices i, and each vertex has two “space-like” links (horizontal links) and
one “time-like” (vertical) link pointing either up or down. This description of
CDT using dual graphs was first used in [36].
We can use Monte Carlo simulations to calculate the expectation values of
certain “observables” in the statistical ensemble defined by eq. (4). In order to
use Monte Carlo simulations we have to be able to move ergodically between the
configurations. This means we must be able to change geometry and field config-
urations in such a way that successive changes can bring us to any configuration.
If changes made on the configurations satisfy the so-called detailed balance con-
dition successive updatings will under quite general conditions lead to the correct
probability distribution, independent of the starting configuration [37].
The geometric update on the φ3 graph is performed using two so-called moves:
the move ”add”, which adds a new vertical link (and the two corresponding ver-
tices) and the inverse move ”del”, where the vertical link (and the two correspond-
ing vertices) is deleted. The two moves satisfy the detailed balance condition and
the geometric constraints, which do not permit to break the system into disjoint
parts. As already mentioned the scalar fields xµi , µ = 1, . . . d are localized at the
vertices. They are assumed periodic both in space and time.
In numerical simulations the field values enter the detailed balance condition.
Geometric moves are supplemented by the local update of the matter fields,
performed after a sweep composed of N ”add” and ”del” moves, performed with
the same a priori probability. The matter fields are updated using the heat
bath algorithm. In the discussion below we shall be concentrated only on the
distribution V (t) as a function of a discrete time t. We shall integrate over all
values of the fields. The distributions are independent of the zero modes of the
scalar fields.
3 Numerical results
3.1 The semiclassical configurations for d > 1
If a class of semiclassical field configurations dominates the path integral, expand-
ing around any such configuration will break translational invariance unless it is
6
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Figure 2: Examples of configurations with one and four scalar fields coupled to
CDT geometry. The plots are for N = 64000 and respectively T = 800 and
T = 240.
the constant field configuration. Usually the action is translationally invariant
and the zero-modes associated with this invariance should be treated as collec-
tive coordinates which will restore the invariance of the partition function when
expanded around semiclassical solutions. Rather surprisingly, we will encounter
such a situation when d > 1.
When d > 1 and we just look at a typical geometric configuration, as it
presents itself in the path integral, we observe a “blob” if we plot V (t) as a
function of the proper time t. By a “blob” we mean that almost all the spatial
volume is located in a region of finite extension, say ∆T , which is independent
of T if only T is sufficiently large. ∆T will depend on N and grow with N as
described below, but for a fixed N ∆T is, up to fluctuations, the same for all
typical configurations, i.e. configurations we pick randomly from the computer6.
Outside an interval of size ∆T V (t) is basically zero, only we do not allow,by
construction, the universe to shrink to zero spatial size. Thus we have outside
∆T a stalk of cut-off size, superimposed with small fluctuations. To illustrate
this behavior we show plots representing typical spatial volume distributions V (t)
versus time for d = 1 and d = 4 in Fig. 2. For d = 1 we do not observe the blob
structure.
The “center of mass” of the blob will perform a random walk as a function
of computer time, due to translational time invariance of the action. Thus an
average of V (t) will just result in a uniform distribution. Clearly this will not
capture the true nature of the configurations for d > 1, and we have in fact
to “undo” the collective mode integration mentioned above associated with an
expansion around a semiclassical solution. For each configuration we thus fix the
6Of course all configurations are present in the path integral, also configurations which
spread out over the whole range T . However, when N is large the probability they will be
picked by a random selection will be very small.
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Figure 3: Universality of the rescaled volume distributions for various num-
ber of scalar fields. The top figures represent d = 2 and d = 3 for N =
8000, 16000, 32000, 64000, 128000. The time T used depended on volume
and was respectively T = 320, 400, 480, 600, 750, 1000 for d = 2 and
T = 150, 180, 240, 300, 360, 450 for d = 3. The bottom figures correspond
d = 4 and d = 6 for the same range of spatial volumes. The time was in both
cases T = 100, 120, 160, 200, 240, 300.
position of the “center of mass” of the spatial volume distribution to be at t = 0
and define time to be symmetric around t = 0. We then average the distribution
over many statistically independent configurations, obtaining in this way what
we call a “semiclassical distribution”, in the sense that configurations with the
“blob” spatial volume profiles are the dominant ones in the path integral.
For a given d > 1 we have studied the universal behavior as a function of N ,
the size of our system. We assume the blob (and only the blob, not the stalk)
is characterized by a Hausdorff dimension dH , measuring the space-time volume
enclosed inside a geodesic7 ball of radius r: V (r) ∝ rdH . We then expect that the
quantity
ρ(τ) = V (t)N1/dH−1, (5)
plotted as a function of the scaled time variable τ = t/N1/dH should be a universal
7We use here as geodesic distance the link distance between two vertices on the φ3 graph.
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Figure 4: The dependence of 1/α on d is shown. The line is const./
√
d− 1.
function, independent of the total volume N . Fig. 3 illustrates this scaling for
d = 6, 4, 3 and 2 with dH = 3. The continuous curve is a plot of
ρ0(τ) =
2α
pi
cos2(ατ) (6)
with a coefficient α depending on d. The dependence of 1/α(d) is presented in
the Fig. 4, from which we find that α increases with d.
3.2 The effective action
It is an obvious question what kind of action creates the observed blob-structure?
From the studies of 4d CDT we know how to extract the effective action [8, 16]
for such a system. We want to get the effective action as a function of V (t), and
we can obtain the quadratic part by analyzing the covariance matrix
Ct,t′ = 〈V (t)V (t′)〉 − 〈V (t)〉〈V (t′)〉 (7)
for a given d and N . As argued in [8, 16], inverting such a matrix gives an ”inverse
propagator” P (t, t′), or a matrix of second derivatives of Seff [V (t)] with respect
to V (t) and V (t′). We find the structure very similar to that in the 4D case, with
non-zero matrix elements concentrated on the diagonal and the two off-diagonals.
The observed behavior is consistent with the effective action
Seff =
1
Γ
∑
t
(
(V (t)− V (t+ 1))2
V (t) + V (t+ 1)
− λV (t)
)
. (8)
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Figure 5: The diagonal and the first off-diagonal of the inverse matrix versus the
theoretical values (see text).
In this equation λ should be viewed as a Lagrange multiplier which is deter-
mined by the condition that the integral of V (t) is equal to N¯ , see eq. (1). The
equation represents a naive discretization of the mini-superspace action in three
dimensions, in accordance with our measurement that dH = 3.
The figure 5 shows, on a log-log plot, the comparison of the measured values
of the diagonal and the first off-diagonal matrix elements (multiplied by a factor
(-2)) (the y axis) versus the same values calculated as derivatives of (8), using
experimental values of 〈V (t)〉 (the x axis). The system is for d = 4, N = 128000
and T = 300. The straight line shown on the plot is y = x. The (constant) shift
between the experimental plots and the straight line can be used to determine
the value of Γ.
Applying the same method to extract the semi-classical volume distributions
for d = 0 and d = 1 where we have “unbroken symmetry”, i.e. no blob-formation,
leads to configurations centered around the largest volume. As a consequence the
average volume distribution is not flat (as we would expect for the toroidal geom-
etry with no blob-formation), but has a maximum at zero time by construction.
More specifically, since there is no dominant blob, but rather a a sequence of
spatial volume fluctuations with varying length in time t, we pick for each con-
figuration the largest fluctuation and measure distributions centered around this
fluctuation. Clearly, the average distributions 〈V (t)〉 obtained this way for d = 0
10
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Figure 6: The dependence of the semi-classical volume distribution on T
for two and three scalar fields, volume 64k. In both cases we use T =
200, 240, 320, 400, 480, 600.
and d = 1 are very different from the distributions observed for d > 1, having no
stalk, but spreading out when T is increased and N kept fixed (see Fig. 7 and
compare to Fig. 6 where d > 1 and we have blob-formation).
To summarize:
• For d > 1 the shape of the semi-classical distribution is practically indepen-
dent of T (see the Fig 6). There is a small shift near the maximum, since
in all plots we have the same volume.
• For d ≤ 1 the width wT (d) grows linearly with T when the period T is
increased and this effect is shown on the Fig. 7 for d = 0 (pure gravity)
and for d = 1. The dependence of the width wT (d) on d and T is shown in
Fig. 8.
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Figure 7: The dependence of the semi-classical volume distribution on T for
pure gravity and one scalar field, volume 64k. In both cases we use T =
200, 240, 320, 400, 480, 600.
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Figure 8: The relation between wT (d) on d with different scalar fields in fixed
volume 64k. The red curve is pure gravity and the blue curve is d = 2. We use
T = 300, 400, 600, 800, 1000 for both cases.
4 Discussion and conclusion
We have studied the causal dynamical triangulation (CDT) model for quantum
gravity in two dimensions coupled to d massless scalar fields. The topology of the
space-time was chosen to be S1 × S1, i.e. both space and (Euclidean) time were
chosen periodic.
Knowing that pure two-dimensional CDT can be viewed as an effective theory
of pure (c = 0) Euclidean quantum gravity where baby universes have been
integrated out, we asked if one can observe any trace of the c = 1 barrier known
in Euclidean quantum gravity if we coupled conformal matter to CDT 2d gravity.
Somewhat surprisingly the result is not only yes, but the numerical signal is much
clearer than what is seen in the (lattice versions) of Euclidean quantum gravity
[38, 39].
When d > 1 we observe what we have called “semiclassical” configurations
which dominate the path integral. These are “universes” which have a spatial
volume distribution V (t) described by (6), i.e. a distribution much like one would
have if the blob had the geometry of S3, or an elongated version of S3 as described
in [40]. A corresponding mini-superspace action is given by (8). From the finite
sized scaling relation (5) which is very well satisfied we obtain the Hausdorff
dimension of the blob to be 3. This seems to be valid for all d > 1, but with the
blob structure more pronounced with increasing d. It is also consistent with the
results obtained in [30], where the system of 8 Ising spins coupled to 2d CDT was
studied. Also here a blob with dH = 3 was observed (although it was not checked
if the distribution of V (t) was given by (6)). Since this is a very different matter
system, seemingly both the formation of a blob and its Hausdorff dimension are
independent of the kind of conformal matter coupled to the CDT geometry, as
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long as c > 1.
Since the effective action by construction reproduces the volume-volume cor-
relator, this action will also describe (to quadratic approximation) the quantum
fluctuations around the semiclassical blob.
The way we use the d Gaussian fields in the Monte Carlo simulations forces
d to be a non-negative integer. Thus it is difficult to address the exact nature
of the CDT c = 1 “barrier” since we start at c = 2. However, since the action
is Gaussian it is in principle possible to integrate out the matter fields for each
triangulation T . Let DT (i, j) denote the so-called coincidence matrix of the
triangulation T , an N ×N matrix which is 3 in the diagonal and -1 if i and j are
neighboring vertices in the φ3-graph T . Let ∆′(T ) be the determinant of DT (i, j)
with the zero mode removed. We have∫ ∏
i,µ
d′xµi e
−SGauss(T ,xµ) ∝
(
∆′(T )
)−d/2
, (9)
where d′ symbolizes that the integration excludes the translational zero-mode.
Thus the partition function Z from eq. (4) can be written as
Z =
∑
T
1
CT
e−ΛN(T −(N(T )−N¯)
2)
(
∆′(T )
)−d/2
. (10)
The advantage of this representation is that it is a continuous function of the
number of Gaussian fields and we can thus use it to approach d = 1 from above.
However, the disadvantage of the expression is that we have to calculate the
N ×N determinant when we update geometries. It can be done when N is less
than a few hundred [41], but such N might be too small to signal clearly a phase
transition.
The geometric structure observed here is similar to that observed in CDT
formulation of the 3D and 4D quantum gravity. Also in this case the geometries
which dominate the path integral are not (Euclidean) time-translational invari-
ant configurations, and the systems in the so-called (Euclidean) de Sitter phase
can be viewed as semi-classical 3D and 4D spheres with superimposed quantum
fluctuations. Hopefully the fact that matter seems to trigger the same kind of
configurations will help us understand in more detail the mechanism responsible
for creating the regular spherical semi-classical geometry in higher dimensional
CDT.
Clearly our “spheres” with Hausdorff dimension 3 cannot be three-dimensional
spheres in an ordinary sense since they are constructed by triangles, i.e. two-
dimensional building blocks. A measurement of the spectral dimension of the
spheres would be very interesting, in particular since the spectral dimension in
higher dimensional CDT seemingly has quite surprising characteristics linking it
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both to Horˇava-Lifshitz gravity and UV fix points in asymptotic safety scenarios
[42].
Another interesting aspect to investigate is the effect of a mass term. If we
add a mass to the Gaussian field, the field theory is no longer a conformal field
theory. Naively, since we try to formulate a quantum theory of gravity, one would
expect such a mass term to interact strongly with the geometry. However, the
main effect in 2d may just be that the fields are forced to lie in the neighborhood
of zero field and as a consequence the field part of the action becomes irrelevant.
Thus we can maybe expect a phase transition back to the c ≤ 1 phase as a
function of the mass. It might give us an unexpected easy way to study the
phase transition related to the c = 1 barrier.
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